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strengthening the Transportation Trust Fund, for instance. Moreover, he’s just as likely to be

remembered for the Bridgegate scandal which tanked his public approval ratings and

arguably contributed signi�icantly to his poor showing nationally in 2016.

While President Biden continues to insist he’ll seek a second term, there remains great
concern within the Democratic Party over whether an 82-year-old, seemingly beset by

apparent cognitive issues, can withstand the rigors of a national campaign.

Even should he be persuaded to stand down, the possibility of Vice President Kamala Harris

moving up is cold comfort. Nor, for that matter, is it in the party’s interest to sink into a

chaotic and potentially self-defeating multi-candidate free for all primary season.

In the early stages, Republican candidates — quite likely including Christie — will line up to
seize what the party clearly sees as a beckoning opportunity to establish uni�ied

government — control of Congress and occupying the White House.

Achieving their goal will elude them if Trump remains the party’s face and dominant

voice.  Moving away from him is the task they confront and it is here that Christie may be

able to play a decisive role.

Odds are that he will not be the presidential candidate. He enjoys no national base, no

organizational infrastructure, no signi�icant fund-raising capability.

He does, though, possess valuable political insights and instincts and is unafraid of

confrontation.

His “sure” response to whether he is considering a candidacy cost him nothing and keeps

him in the conversation, albeit on the fringes.

What most certainly is “sure” is that he’s positioned himself well and assured a voice in the

process of deciding who will lead the party. If there’s a reward at the end of the rainbow,
Christie will be close to the head of the line.
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